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[1] We examine the “planetary period” magnetic ﬁeld oscillations observed in the “core”
region of Saturn’s magnetosphere (dipole L ≤ 12), on 56 near-equatorial Cassini periapsis
passes that took place between vernal equinox in August 2009 and November 2012.
Previous studies have shown that these consist of the sum of two oscillations related to the
northern and southern polar regions having differing amplitudes and periods that had
reached near-equal amplitudes and near-converged periods ~10.68 h in the interval to
~1 year after equinox. The present analysis shows that an interval of strongly differing
behavior then began ~1.5 years after equinox, in which abrupt changes in properties took
place at ~6- to 8-month intervals, with three clear transitions occurring in February 2011,
August 2011, and April 2012, respectively. These are characterized by large simultaneous
changes in the amplitudes of the two systems, together with small changes in period about
otherwise near-constant values of ~10.63 h for the northern system and ~10.69 h for the
southern (thus, not reversed postequinox) and on occasion jumps in phase. The ﬁrst
transition produced a resumption of strong southern system dominance unexpected under
northern spring conditions, while the second introduced comparably strong northern
system dominance for the ﬁrst time in these data. The third resulted in suppression of all
core oscillations followed by re-emergence of both systems on a time scale of ~85 days,
with the northern system remaining dominant but not as strongly as before. This behavior
poses interesting questions for presently proposed theoretical scenarios.
Citation: Provan, G., S. W. H. Cowley, J. Sandhu, D. J. Andrews, and M. K. Dougherty (2013), Planetary period
magnetic field oscillations in Saturn’s magnetosphere: Postequinox abrupt nonmonotonic transitions to northern system
dominance, J. Geophys. Res. Space Physics, 118, 3243–3264, doi:10.1002/jgra.50186.
1. Introduction
[2] Despite the near-perfect axisymmetry of Saturn’s
internal planetary magnetic ﬁeld [e.g., Burton et al., 2010],
observations from Pioneer-11, Voyager-1 and -2, and
Cassini have shown that rotating modulations near the ~11
h planetary period are ubiquitous in Saturn’s magnetosphere.
Such modulations are near-continuously observed in the
magnetic ﬁeld, plasma parameters, energetic particle ﬂuxes,
and associated neutral atom emissions, as well as auroral
ultraviolet and radio emissions [e.g., Warwick et al., 1981,
1982; Gurnett et al., 1981, 2007, 2010a; Sandel and
Broadfoot, 1981; Sandel et al., 1982; Carbary and Krimigis,
1982; Espinosa and Dougherty, 2000; Krupp et al., 2005;
Cowley et al., 2006; Kurth et al., 2007; Southwood and
Kivelson, 2007; Carbary et al., 2007, 2008a, 2008b; Andrews
et al., 2008; Nichols et al., 2008, 2010a, 2010b; Burch et al.,
2009; Provan et al., 2009a, 2009b; Clarke et al., 2006,
2010a, 2010b; Wang et al., 2010; Ye et al., 2010; Lamy,
2011]. Physical discussion has variously invoked spontaneous
symmetry breaking in centrifugally driven outﬂow [Goldreich
and Farmer, 2007], longitudinal asymmetry in the ring current
plasma [Khurana et al., 2009; Brandt et al., 2010], and
perturbations driven by rotating wind systems in the polar
thermosphere [Smith, 2010; Jia et al., 2012], possibly
inﬂuenced by major atmospheric storms [Fischer et al.,
2012]. However, no consensus has yet emerged.
[3] Analyses of Saturn kilometric radiation (SKR) and
auroral hiss emissions, believed to be associated with
regions of upward and downward auroral ﬁeld-aligned
currents, respectively, have shown that the modulation
periods in the northern and southern hemispheres are distinct,
~10.6 h in the north and ~10.8 h in the south during the
postsolstice Saturn southern summer conditions observed
during the initial Cassini mission interval from mid-2004 to
2008 [Kurth et al., 2008; Gurnett et al., 2009a, 2009b]. It
has also been found, however, that these periods are not ﬁxed
[Galopeau and Lecacheux, 2000] but vary with Saturn’s
seasons, converging slowly to a common period of ~10.7 h
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and perhaps crossing over a ~2 year interval centered near to
vernal equinox in August 2009 [Gurnett et al., 2010b, 2011;
Lamy, 2011].
[4] Related results have also been derived from analyses
of magnetic ﬁeld oscillations in Saturn’s magnetosphere
believed to be produced by the same rotating current
systems, these being the principal focus of the present paper.
Field oscillations observed at polar latitudes and in the tail
lobes have been shown to posses the same distinct varying
periods as the corresponding SKR emissions [Andrews
et al., 2010b; Southwood, 2011; Provan et al., 2012], with
no admixture of oscillations from the opposite hemisphere
within a ~10% amplitude ratio limit [Andrews et al.,
2012]. However, the modulations within the near-equatorial
magnetosphere and tail plasma sheet consist of the superpo-
sition of both northern- and southern-period oscillations,
giving rise to phase and amplitude variations in the
combined disturbance as the two oscillations interfere over
their beat cycle [Provan et al., 2011, 2012; Andrews et al.,
2012]. Southern-period oscillations were found to be domi-
nant by a factor of ~2.5 in amplitude during the postsolstice
southern summer conditions observed in the initial Cassini
interval [Provan et al., 2011], while the amplitudes were
found to become near-equal in the initial postequinox
interval as the periods converged, due to a factor of ~2
increase in the amplitude of the northern system combined
with a modest decline in amplitude of the southern system
[Andrews et al., 2012].
[5] It might be anticipated from these results that as
seasonal conditions develop further toward northern summer
at Saturn, the northern system would come to dominate the
equatorial oscillations, similar to the southern system
dominance during southern summer, with the periods also
separating in one sense or the other similar to the latter
conditions. In this paper, we examine magnetic ﬁeld data from
a sequence of 56 similar near-equatorial Cassini periapsis
passes that took place from vernal equinox in August 2009
to November 2012, between two seasons of inclined orbits.
These data thus span the ﬁrst ~3.3 years of the ~8 year interval
between equinox and northern summer solstice in May 2017.
The large-scale study of Andrews et al. [2012] included the
ﬁrst ~1.6 years of this postequinox interval, to early 2011,
which is thus extended here by a further ~1.7 years with the
inclusion of data from a further 29 Cassini orbits. We demon-
strate that immediately after the interval analyzed by Andrews
et al. [2012], a major change in the behavior of the two
oscillatory systems occurred, in which large abrupt changes
in oscillation properties took place at ~6- to 8-month intervals,
principally in the oscillation amplitudes. Three such transi-
tions are documented. The ﬁrst resulted in unexpected
resumption of southern-system dominance, while the second
introduced strong northern system dominance for the ﬁrst time
in these data, maintained at reduced levels following the third
transition. Small changes in oscillation period about typical
values of ~10.63 h for the northern system and ~10.69 h for
the southern also occur across some of these transitions,
together with modest jumps in phase. The latter values thus
conﬁrm the result of Andrews et al. [2012] over our extended
interval that following near-convergence approximately one
year after equinox in September 2010, the two periods
diverged in the same sense as before, rather than crossing as
suggested by Gurnett et al. [2010b].
2. Overview of Magnetic Field Oscillations and
Theoretical Basis of the Analysis
2.1. Physical Picture
[6] The nature of the magnetospheric ﬁeld oscillations
determined from the above studies is sketched in Figure 1,
taken from the studies by Provan et al. [2011] and Andrews
et al. [2010b, 2012]. The red loops in panel (a) and the blue
loops in panel (b) indicate the perturbation ﬁelds of the
southern and northern systems, respectively, in their princi-
pal magnetospheric meridian planes at some instant of time.
The black dashed lines indicate the near axisymmetric
unperturbed magnetospheric ﬁeld, with closed lines in the
equatorial region (gray) and open lines extending into the
tail at high latitudes (clear). The perturbation ﬁelds out of
these planes can be pictured to a ﬁrst approximation simply
by displacing the loops directly into and out of the plane of
the ﬁgure. These two ﬁeld patterns then rotate independently
about the planetary spin axis (Z) at the periods of the southern
and northern systems, respectively.
[7] Here we focus on the equatorial perturbations, due to
the near-equatorial nature of the Cassini orbits during the
~3 year interval studied here (section 3). Panels (c) and (d)
of Figure 1 illustrate the perturbations in the near-equatorial
quasi-dipolar region, referred to as the “core” region
extending equatorially to radial distances of ~10-15 RS, in
views looking down from the north. (RS is Saturn’s 1 bar
equatorial radius equal to 60,268 km.) The colored lines show
the quasi-uniform perturbation ﬁeld lying in the equatorial
plane, while the circled dots and crosses show the north-south
ﬁelds passing through the equator, as shown in panels (a)
and (b). Typical perturbation ﬁeld magnitudes are ~1-2 nT
[Andrews et al., 2010a]. The arrowed dashed circles then show
the direction of rotation of these patterns with time, in the same
sense as planetary rotation.
[8] In common with previous related studies, we employ
spherical polar ﬁeld components in a planet-centered system
referenced to the northern spin and magnetic axis (Z in
Figure 1). If we consider the perturbation ﬁeld in panels (c)
and (d) at point P in the equatorial plane, for example, it is seen
that the radial components (r, positive outward) have extrema
at the instant illustrated, as have the colatitudinal components
(θ, positive southward), while the azimuthal components
(’, positive in the sense of planetary rotation) are zero, these
conditions deﬁning the principal meridian planes shown in
panels (a) and (b). As the patterns rotate anticlockwise with
time, it is seen that maxima in the ’ component follow max-
ima in the r component one quarter cycle later in both southern
and northern oscillatory systems, such that ’ oscillates in
lagging quadrature with r in both. It is also seen, however, that
the θ component oscillates in phase with r in the southern sys-
tem, but in antiphasewith r in the northern system [e.g.,Andrews
et al., 2008; Provan et al., 2011], this representing the key
distinction between the two systems in equatorial data.
[9] A further implication of Figure 1 is that the near-
equatorial oscillations consist of the superposed perturbations
of both northern and southern systems as noted in section 1,
leading to varying interference effects as the oscillations go
into and out of phase during their beat cycle. At the instant
illustrated in the ﬁgure, the θ components in the two systems
are in phase and thus add, while the r and ’ components are
in antiphase and will partly cancel. One half beat cycle later,
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the situation reverses, thus leading to amplitude modulations
varying oppositely with beat phase for (r, ’) and for θ. Half-
way between these amplitude-limiting conﬁgurations when
the quasi-uniform ﬁelds are orthogonal to each other, maximal
phase deviations in the combined ﬁeld will occur between the
(r, ’) and θ components, which also reverse sense each half-
beat cycle. During the initial postsolstice southern summer
interval when the northern and southern periods were ~10.6
and ~10.8 h, respectively, the beat period (whose frequency
is given by the difference between the two oscillation frequen-
cies) was ~20 days. Since this is comparable with the Cassini
orbit period, and hence the cadence of the core region oscilla-
tion data, these phase effects were observed as pass-to-pass
phase “jitter,” ﬁrst noted by Southwood and Kivelson [2007].
Provan et al. [2011] showed that these effects were due to
the simultaneous presence of northern-period oscillations with
amplitude ~40% of the southern oscillations, giving rise to
phase variations of ~25º about the southern phase. As the
two oscillation periods converged across equinox, however,
the beat period lengthened to several tens of days, allowing
the beat cycle variations to be roughly followed pass-to-pass
in these data [Andrews et al., 2012]. In addition, the change
to near-equal amplitudes in the two systems resulted in
maximal beat cycle modulations from near zero to doubling
in amplitude, and ~90º in phase, such that under this condi-
tion the combined θ component oscillates either in lagging or
leading quadrature with r and hence either in-phase or
antiphase with ’, rather than being in-phase or antiphase with
r as in the two systems separately [Andrews et al., 2012].
Analysis of these beat-phase effects then allows the separate
properties of the northern and southern oscillations to be
determined from the combined oscillations observed in the
equatorial region.
2.2. Theoretical Analysis
[10] We now discuss the theoretical considerations under-
lying the oscillation data analysis in section 4 based on the
above physical picture. Since we follow the analysis given
previously by Provan et al. [2011], here speciﬁcally using
the notation of Andrews et al. [2012], only an outline of
the main assumptions will be provided, together with the
principal results.
[11] We thus take the northern (n) and southern (s) system
oscillations for ﬁeld component i to be given by the real
parts of the complex expressions
Figure 1. Sketches showing the spatial structure of (a) the southern and (b) the northern magnetic ﬁeld
perturbations inferred from Cassini magnetic ﬁeld data. The colored lines show the perturbation ﬁelds in
the principal meridian of the perturbation at any instant, where the vertical axis Z represents the spin
(and magnetic) axis of the planet. The black dashed lines show the quasi-static “background”magnetospheric
ﬁeld. The perturbation ﬁelds out of the meridian can be obtained approximately by displacing the colored
loops directly into and out of the plane of the ﬁgure. These ﬁeld patterns then rotate approximately rigidly
around the axis at the southern and northern periods as indicated, giving rise to magnetic ﬁeld oscillations
at those periods at a ﬁxed point. Sketches of the corresponding perturbation ﬁelds in the equatorial plane
are shown in panels (c) and (d), viewed from the north. The solid lines indicate the quasi-uniform equatorial
ﬁeld, which at the instant depicted has an extremum in the r component at point P (a maximum in (c) and
a minimum in (d)) and a zero in the ’ component, this condition deﬁning the principal meridian in panels
(a) and (b). The colored circled dots and crosses represent the direction of the north-south ﬁeld perturbation
(the θ component positive southward) at this instant, which has a maximum at point P in both cases.
(From Provan et al. [2011] and Andrews et al. [2010b, 2012].)
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Bin ’; tð Þ ¼ B0ine j Φn tð Þ’ginð Þ and
Bis ’; tð Þ ¼ B0ise j Φs tð Þ’gisð Þ;
(1a)
where ’ is azimuth measured from noon positive toward
dusk (i.e., increasing in the sense of planetary rotation),
Φn,s(t) are the phase functions of the northern and southern
oscillations related to the corresponding periods through
tn;s tð Þ ¼ 360
d
dt Φn;s tð Þ
 Þ; (1b)
where the phases are expressed in degrees, and gin,s are the
ﬁxed phase angles that deﬁne the relative phases of the
oscillations in the three ﬁeld components in the two systems,
one of which in each system may be assigned arbitrarily. In
common with previous practice, here we choose the Φn, s(t)
functions to correspond to the phases of the r components
(so that they also deﬁne the azimuths ’ of the quasi-uniform
ﬁelds of the two systems at any time), such that according to
Figure 1 we then have
grs ¼ grn  0 and g’s ¼ g’n ¼ 90 (1c,d)
while
gθs ¼ 0 and gθn ¼ 180: (1e,f)
[12] For simplicity, we also assume that the amplitude
ratio between the northern and southern systems k(t) is
independent of ﬁeld component so that
B0in tð Þ ¼ k tð ÞB0is tð Þ (1g)
for each ﬁeld component i. This implies that while in general
having differing amplitudes, the two perturbation systems
have the same ﬁeld geometry with respect to their corre-
sponding pole as sketched in Figure 1.
[13] Summing the ﬁelds in equation (1a) into a combined
oscillation B
0
0i tð Þe j Φ
0
i tð Þ’ð Þ , representing the observed
oscillation for component i, and eliminating the common
factor e j’ then yields
B
0
0i tð Þe jΦ
0
i tð Þ ¼ B0is e j Φs tð Þgisð Þ þ ke j Φn tð Þginð Þ
 
; (2a)
which may be solved for the combined phase Φ0i(t) and
amplitude B00i(t). Referring to Andrews et al. [2012] for
details, the combined oscillation phases given in terms of
the deviations din,s = (Φn,s gin,s)Φ0i from either the
southern or northern oscillation phases are given by
dr; ’s tð Þ ¼ Φs tð Þ  Φ0 r tð Þ ¼ Φs tð Þ  90ð Þ  Φ0’ tð Þ
¼ tan1 k sinΔΦ
1þ k cosΔΦ
  (2b)
dr; ’n tð Þ ¼ Φn tð Þ  Φ0 r tð Þ ¼ Φn tð Þ  90ð Þ  Φ0’ tð Þ
¼ tan1 1=kð Þ sinΔΦ
1þ 1=kð Þ cosΔΦ
 
(2c)
dθs tð Þ ¼ Φs tð Þ  Φ0 θ tð Þ ¼ tan1 k sinΔΦ1 k cosΔΦ
 
(2d)
and
dθn tð Þ ¼ Φn tð Þ  180ð Þ  Φ0 θ tð Þ ¼ tan1  1=kð Þ sinΔΦ
1 1=kð Þ cosΔΦ
 
:
(2e)
[14] The difference phases between the combined compo-
nents are correspondingly given by
Δc’r ¼ Φ
0
r tð Þ  Φ0’ tð Þ ¼ d’n;s tð Þ þ 90
  drn;s tð Þ ¼ 90; (2f)
and
Δcrθ ¼ Φ
0
θ tð Þ  Φ0 r tð Þ ¼ Φ0 θ tð Þ  Φ0’ tð Þ þ 90
 
¼ dr;’s tð Þ  dθs tð Þ ¼ dr;’n tð Þ  dθn tð Þ  180
¼  tan1 2k sinΔΦ
1 k2
 
:
(2g)
[15] In these expressions, ΔΦ(t) is the beat phase given by
ΔΦ tð Þ ¼ Φn tð Þ  Φs tð Þ; (2h)
with corresponding beat period tB(t) given by
tB tð Þ ¼ tstnts  tnð Þ ¼
360
d
dt ΔΦ tð Þð ÞÞ; (2i)
where the phase angles are again in degrees. We note that in
all the above arctangent functions, the signs of the numerator
and denominator are taken separately to deﬁne the value of
the angle over the full 360 range. The combined oscillation
amplitudes are given by
B
0
0r;’ tð Þ ¼ B0r;’s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ k2 þ 2k cosΔΦ
p
¼ B0r;’n
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 1=kð Þ2 þ 2 1=kð Þ cosΔΦ
q
;
(2j)
and
B
0
0θ tð Þ ¼ B0θs
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ k2  2k cosΔΦ
p
¼ B0θn
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 1=kð Þ2  2 1=kð Þ cosΔΦ
q
:
(2k)
2.3. Implications of Theoretical Results
[16] The implications of the above results are illustrated in
Figure 2 using vector diagrams in the Argand plane
combined with plots showing how the phase and amplitude
of the combined oscillations vary with the beat phase ΔΦ.
Panel (a) corresponds to the case with k less than unity,
speciﬁcally k = 0.5, such that the southern system amplitudes
are twice the northern. In the Argand diagram, we then
de-spin the southern oscillation vectors Brs and Bθs by
rotating anticlockwise at the angular frequency corresponding
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to Φs(t) and draw both ﬁxed vertically from origin O forming
the red-green dashed line, the parallel directions indicating
in-phase oscillations of these two components in the southern
system. We also normalize these vectors to unit length. The
vectors representing the northern oscillations Brn (red) and
Bθn (green) are drawn from the tips of these vectors, at beat
phase angle ΔΦ for Brn, and in the antiparallel direction for
Bθn, representing antiphase oscillations of these components
in the northern system. The normalized length of both
northern vectors is then k, equal to 0.5 in this case. The
combined oscillations given by equation (2a) are then shown
by the sums of the southern- and northern-system vectors,
forming combined oscillation vectors B0r (red) and B0θ (green).
The length of these vectors represent the normalized
amplitudes of the combined oscillations B00r and B00θ given
by equations (2j) and (2k), while the angles relative to
the northern and southern vectors show the phase deviations
drn,s and dθn,s given by equations (2b)–(2e). We note that the
corresponding diagram for the’ component is identical to that
for r at any instant but rotated 90º clockwise and hence is not
shown here.
[17] With increasing time, the northern vectors rotate with
the beat period corresponding to ΔΦ(t), anticlockwise if the
southern period is longer than the northern as indicated by
the arrowed black dotted circle in the Argand diagram in
panel (a) of Figure 2, such that the phase and amplitude of
(a) k=0.5
(b) k=1
(c) k=2
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Figure 2. Vector diagrams in the Argand plane illustrating the result of superposition of southern and
northern system oscillations in the equatorial magnetosphere, speciﬁcally for the r (red) and θ (green) ﬁeld
components, together with plots showing the corresponding phase and amplitude variations of the
combined oscillations with beat phase ΔΦ. Speciﬁcally, the plots show the variation with ΔΦ of the
oscillation phases for each ﬁeld component i with respect to both the southern and northern phases, dis
and din, respectively, as shown for each component in the vector diagram, the phase difference Δcr θ
between the combined r and θ component oscillations equal to drs dθs= drn dθn 180, and the variation
of the normalized amplitudes. Panels (a), (b), and (c) are for north/south amplitude ratios of k=0.5, 1, and 2,
corresponding to southern dominance, equal amplitudes, and northern dominance, respectively.
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the combined oscillations undergo cyclic modulations at the
beat period. These are plotted on the right side of panel (a),
where the plots in the ﬁrst column show the phase deviation
dis relative to the southern oscillation phase for r (red) and
θ (green) (equations (2b) and (2d)) and the phase deviations
din relative to the northern oscillation phase in the same
format (equations (2c) and (2e)). The plots in the second
column show the phase difference between these two ﬁeld
components Δcr θ (equation (2g)), and the amplitudes
normalized to the southern oscillation amplitudes for
r (red) and θ (green) (equations (2j) and (2k)). The phase
deviations with respect to the southern phase vary with ΔΦ
near-sinusoidally about zero under these conditions, while
the deviations with respect to the northern phase vary over
the full 360º range. Extremal values of dis are  sin 1(k)
which occur when the summed vectors in the Argand plane
are tangent to the dashed circle, at the two beat phase angles
ΔΦ= cos 1(k) for r (and ’) and ΔΦ = cos 1(k) for θ.
Phase difference Δcr θ also varies near-sinusoidally about
zero, with extremal values  sin 1(2k/1 + k2) occurring at
ΔΦ=90 and 270º when the quasi-uniform ﬁelds of the two
systems are orthogonal. Extremal values of the normalized
amplitudes (1 + k) and (1 k) occur at ΔΦ=0 and 180º,
respectively, for r, and vice versa for θ. These results are in
accord with the qualitative discussion given in section 2.1.
[18] Panel (b) of Figure 2 corresponds to the limiting case
of equal northern and southern amplitudes, i.e., k = 1. The
Argand plane diagram shows that under this condition, the
combined r and θ vectors are exactly orthogonal for all
ΔΦ, such that these components oscillate in quadrature as
indicated in section 2.1. The r oscillations lead θ during
the half beat cycle 0 ≤ ΔΦ ≤ 180 (illustrated in the ﬁgure),
such that θ then oscillates in phase with ’, while r lags θ
during the remaining half beat cycle 180 ≤ ΔΦ ≤ 360,
such that θ then oscillates in antiphase with ’. The phase
differences with respect to the southern phase dis shown in
the ﬁrst column on the right fall linearly with time between
+90º and -90º, switching abruptly between these values at
ΔΦ= 180 for r and at ΔΦ= 0 for θ. Similarly, the phase
differences with respect to the northern phase rise linearly
with time between -90º and +90º, switching abruptly
between these values at the same beat phases. Thus, for
equal amplitudes, the phases of the combined oscillations
raster linearly between 90º about both the southern and
the northern oscillation phases (i.e., through one half of the
full 360º range), one falling and the other rising with the beat
phase. As will be discussed in section 4, this dual clustering
of the phase values about both southern and northern phases
forms the basis of the method developed by Andrews et al.
[2012] to obtain both the northern and southern phases from
such data. The phase difference Δcr θ in the second column
then varies as a “square wave” between -90º and +90º as
shown by the solid line, corresponding to leading and lagging
quadrature as noted above or equivalently (modulo-360º)
between +270º and +90º as shown by the dashed line. This
behavior can thus be regarded as either a variation of 90º
about the southern value of 0º or about the northern value of
180º, thus forming a bridge between the behavior for k< 1
shown in panel (a) and that for k> 1 shown in panel (c). We
also note that the 180º switches in phase difference occur
sequentially at the times when the amplitude of one of
the combined ﬁeld components reaches zero, at ΔΦ= 0
(modulo 360º) for θ and 180º for r (and ’).
[19] Panel (c) of Figure 2 corresponds to the case with k
greater than unity, speciﬁcally k = 2, such that the northern
oscillation amplitude is twice the southern. We then de-spin
the northern vectors Brn and Bθn in the Argand diagram,
drawn normalized in opposite directions from origin O,
indicating antiphase oscillations of these components in
the northern system. The parallel vectors representing the
in-phase southern oscillations Brs and Bθs are then drawn
from the tips of these vectors at angle ΔΦ with normalized
lengths 1/k equal to 0.5 in this case, with the combined
oscillations being shown by the vector sums B0r and B0θ.
With increasing time, the southern vectors rotate with the
beat period corresponding to ΔΦ(t), as indicated by the
arrowed black dotted circles, clockwise as shown if the
southern period remains longer than the northern, leading
to the phase and amplitude variations shown on the right.
The phase deviations with respect to the southern phase
now vary with ΔΦ over the full 360º range, while the
deviations with respect to the northern phase vary near-
sinusoidally about zero, in the same manner as the opposite
deviations for k= 0.5, except for a change in sign.
Correspondingly, the phase difference Δcr θ now varies
with the beat period about 180º in the same way but in the
opposite sense as the oscillations about 0º for k = 0.5. The
amplitude variations normalized to the northern amplitudes,
as shown, are then identical to the case for k = 0.5.
[20] We recall that given the deﬁnition of the beat phase in
equation (2h), ΔΦ(t) increases with time if the southern
period is longer than the northern and decreases with time
if the northern is longer than the southern. It is then notable
in Figure 2 that a switch in the period of the two systems,
though leading to identical beat periods, would be readily
identiﬁable in the opposite temporal behaviors of the phase
deviations about the northern and southern phases and in
the opposite temporal variations of the combined amplitudes
relative to the phase differences.
2.4. Relation to Cassini Phase Data
[21] We now relate the theoretical analysis to the phases
and amplitudes determined from Cassini data. As will be
discussed in section 3, the ﬁltered residual data for each ﬁeld
component i are least-squares ﬁtted for each periapsis pass to
the “m= 1” rotating function
Bi ’; tð Þ ¼ B0i cos Φg tð Þ  ’ ci
 
; (3a)
where Φg(t) is some suitably chosen “guide” phase whose
related period is close to the period of the oscillations, and
’ is again azimuth measured from noon positive toward dusk.
The amplitude B0i and relative phase ci (modulo 360) of the
observed oscillations are determined from the ﬁt. In this paper,
we have chosen the guide phase to correspond to a ﬁxed guide
period tg given by
Φg tð Þ ¼ 360ttg deg; (3b)
where, in common with earlier studies, t= 0 corresponds to
00 UT on 1 January 2004, and we have made the arbitrary
choice Φg(0) = 0 deg. The differences in the phases ci
between the three ﬁeld components, written for components
j and k as
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Δcjk ¼ cj  ck ; (3c)
indicate the polarization of the oscillations, while the
variation of these phases from pass to pass is governed by
both the difference between the ﬁeld oscillation period and
the guide phase period and other physical effects that
are present such as the beat effects discussed in sections 2.2
and 2.3. Speciﬁcally, equations (3a) and (2a) show that
Φ0i(t) =Φg(t)ci(t) where ci(t) represents the phases deter-
mined from pass to pass over time, given in terms of the
beat-phase model by
ci tð Þ ¼ Φg tð Þ  Φ
0
i tð Þ ¼ Φg tð Þ  Φs tð Þ  gisð Þ
 þ dis tð Þ (3d)
¼ Φg tð Þ  Φn tð Þ  ginð Þ
 þ din tð Þ: (3e)
[22] The ﬁrst terms within the brackets on the right hand
side vary smoothly with time depending on the difference
between the guide period and the southern or northern
system period, while the second vary with the beat period
as given by equations (2b)-(2e). Independent of the choice
of guide phase, the models of the phase differences Δcj k
are then given by equations (2f) and (2e), where the notation
of equation (3c) was already anticipated.
3. Magnetic Oscillation Data Overview
3.1. Spacecraft Orbit
[23] We analyze the relatively homogeneous data set
obtained on 56 near-equatorial Cassini orbits with periapsides
in the dawn sector that took place between the second high-
latitude mission phase ending in mid-2009 and the third
starting in late 2012. The speciﬁc Cassini orbit “revolutions”
(Revs) concerned, deﬁned from apoapsis to apoapsis, are Revs
116 to 175, spanning the initial ~3.3 years of Saturn northern
spring between equinox in August 2009 and November 2012.
We note that the previous analysis presented by Andrews et al.
[2012] extended to Rev 146 in March 2011, thus
encompassing the ﬁrst ~1.6 years of the postequinox interval.
Here we newly examine data from 29 subsequent Revs
occurring over the following ~1.7 years to November 2012
and relate the results to those of the earlier postequinox interval.
[24] Example orbits from this data set are shown in
Figure 3, color-coded by Rev number as shown at the top
of the ﬁgure. In panel (a), we show orbit projections onto
Saturn’s equatorial plane, where the Z axis (out of the ﬁgure)
is aligned with Saturn’s rotation and magnetic axis, the X-Z
plane contains the Sun, and Y completes the right-hand
system directed from dawn to dusk. The temporal evolution
of each orbit is anticlockwise, in the same sense as planetary
rotation. For purposes of scale, the black dot-dashed and
dashed lines show cuts through the magnetopause and
bow shock for a typical solar wind dynamic pressure of
0.03 nPa according to the models of Kanani et al. [2010]
and Masters et al. [2008], respectively, while the black
dotted circle indicates the equatorial boundary of the quasi-
dipolar “core” region of the magnetosphere, taken here to
extend to 12 RS in the equatorial plane. It can be seen that
the orbit character varies only modestly over the three-year
interval, with apoapsis typically at ~40-50 RS rotating from
Figure 3. Representative Cassini orbits plotted from
apoapsis to apoapsis, color-coded by Rev number as shown
at the top of the ﬁgure. In panel (a), the orbits are projected
onto Saturn’s equatorial plane using KSMAG coordinates,
where the Z axis is aligned with Saturn’s magnetic and
rotation axis, the X-Z plane contains the Sun, and Y completes
the right-handed system. Temporal evolution of the orbits is
anticlockwise, in the same sense as planetary rotation. The
black dot-dashed and dashed curves show equatorial cuts
through the magnetopause and bow shock for a typical
dynamic pressure of 0.03 nPa, according to the models of
Kanani et al. [2010] and Masters et al. [2008], respectively.
These boundaries are deﬁned in kronian solar magnetospheric
coordinates and are shown speciﬁcally for t=2500 days near
the center time of the interval, though the variation over the
interval is small. The black dotted circle shows the 12 RS
equatorial limit taken here for the quasi-dipolar core
region of the magnetosphere. Panel (b) shows the same
orbits projected onto a meridian plane using r-Z cylindri-
cal coordinates. Temporal evolution of the tilted orbits at
the beginning and end of the sequence is clockwise. The
black dotted curve shows the L = 12 dipole ﬂux shell,
deﬁning the core region from which data are employed
in this study.
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postdusk to predusk (~19 h to ~15 h local time (LT)), while
periapsis typically at ~3-6 RS correspondingly rotates from
postdawn to predawn (~7 h to ~3 h LT).
[25] Panel (b) of Figure 3 shows the same orbits projected
onto the meridian plane using r-Z cylindrical coordinates,
where r ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX 2 þ Y 2p is the perpendicular distance from
the Z axis. This illustrates the closely equatorial nature of
the central set of Revs, together with the orbit evolution
from higher latitudes toward the equator in the initial Revs
and from the equator to higher latitudes in the ﬁnal Revs.
The trajectories are traversed clockwise in both the latter
cases. The black dotted line indicates the L= 12 dipole ﬂux
shell, deﬁning the trajectory segments from which data were
employed in this study.
3.2. Postequinox Core Region Oscillations
[26] We ﬁrst discuss the nature of the core region ﬁeld
oscillations observed on individual periapsis passes, illustrat-
ing the method employed to determine the phase and
amplitude data and the varying properties of the oscillations
during the interval studied. In particular, we examine the phase
difference between the (r, ’) and θ component oscillations
since it is evident from section 2.3 that this provides a prime
diagnostic of the nature of the oscillations observed. In plots
(a) and (b) of Figure 4, we show magnetic ﬁeld data from
two passes during the early postequinox interval studied previ-
ously by Andrews et al. [2012], speciﬁcally Revs 121 and 123.
Each plot shows four days of data centered on periapsis,
which occurred on days 325 and 360 of 2009, respectively.
Figure 4. Periapsis pass data from six Cassini Revs illustrating the varying behavior observed during the
study interval. Each plot shows four days of data centered on periapsis, where from top to bottom, we
show residual and band-pass ﬁltered magnetic data for the r, θ, and ’ ﬁeld components. The residual data
(ΔBi for ﬁeld component i) have the Cassini SOI internal planetary ﬁeld model subtracted, while the
ﬁltered residual data (ΔB~i for ﬁeld component i) have been band-pass ﬁltered between 5 and 20 h to extract
the planetary-period signal. All ﬁeld values are in nT. The Rev number and year are given at the top of
each plot, while values at the foot indicate the start time of each day of year (DOY), together with the
spacecraft radial distance (RS), latitude (deg), and LT (h). The interval between the pair of vertical black
dashed lines corresponds to the core region deﬁned by dipole L ≤ 12, inside which the ﬁltered residual data
have been least-squares ﬁtted to the model ﬁeld given by equation (3a) using a guide phase corresponding
to a ﬁxed period of 10.68 h as given by equation (3b). The ﬁtted model is shown by the red curves. The
vertical blue dot-dashed lines indicate the position of the maxima in the ﬁtted r component, allowing
the relative phases of the two other components to be readily examined. Plots (a) to (f) show data for
Revs 121, 123, 149, 162, 164, and 166, respectively, as discussed in section 3.2.
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Rev number and year are given at the top of each plot, while
day of year (DOY) and spacecraft radial distance, latitude,
and LT are given at the start of each day at the bottom.
Pairs of panels in each plot show residual (ΔBi for ﬁeld
component i) and band-pass ﬁltered (ΔB~i ) data for each
spherical polar ﬁeld component as indicated, with all ﬁeld
values being given in nT. The residual data have the Cassini
SOI model internal planetary ﬁeld subtracted [Dougherty
et al., 2005], but since the model ﬁeld is axisymmetric with
zero ’ component, the B’ data in each plot is that directly
measured. Field oscillations near the planetary period at
few-nT amplitude are evident throughout both passes,
superposed in the case of the residual θ component on a
large more slowly varying negative perturbation due to the
ring current. To isolate the planetary period signals, these
residual data have been band-pass ﬁltered between 5 and
20 h using a standard Lanczos ﬁlter, the ﬁltered data being
shown in the panels beneath the residual data for each ﬁeld
component.
[27] The core region intervals in Figure 4 are those
between the black vertical dashed lines in each plot, deﬁned
in common with previous studies as the region with dipole
L≤ 12. The ﬁltered residual data for each component i in these
intervals are then least-squares ﬁtted to equation (3a) using a
guide phase corresponding to a ﬁxed period tg=10.68h, close
to the mean period of the northern and southern systems
throughout, thus yielding values of the amplitude B0i and
relative phase ci (modulo 360) for each pass. The ﬁtted
model curves are shown by the red lines in the ﬁltered data
panels, while vertical blue dot-dashed lines have been drawn
through the peaks in the ﬁtted r component so that the phase
relations with the other components can be readily examined.
[28] It is ﬁrst seen that the oscillations in the ’ component
are close to lagging quadrature with those in r in both plots
(a) and (b), such that the peaks in ’ occur one quarter cycle
later than those in r as indicated in section 2. Quantitatively,
the phase difference Δc’ r of the ﬁts is 100º for Rev 121
and 90º for Rev 123. Physically meaningful uncertainties
in these values are difﬁcult to assign on an individual basis,
but empirical results presented by Andrews et al. [2012] and
in section 3.3 suggest values ~10º. Examination of the
θ component oscillations then shows that to a good
approximation, they are in leading quadrature with r for Rev
121 and hence in antiphase with ’, while being in lagging
quadrature with r for Rev 123 and hence in phase with ’. Spe-
ciﬁcally, the phase differences Δcr θ are 78º for Rev 121 and
-69º for Rev 123. As discussed in section 2, these polarizations
are indicative of the superposition of northern and southern
systems with near-equal amplitudes, as previously reported
for this interval by Andrews et al. [2012].
[29] Plots (c) and (d) of Figure 4 show data from two later
passes beyond those studied by Andrews et al. [2012],
speciﬁcally Revs 149 and 162 with periapses on days
169 of 2011 and 70 of 2012, respectively. In both cases,
the ’ component again oscillates in near-lagging quadrature
with r, with phase differences Δc’ r of 95º for Rev 149 and
94º for Rev 162. However, on Rev 149, the θ component
oscillates approximately in-phase with r with Δcr θ of -22º,
unexpectedly indicative of resumed southern system domi-
nance, while on Rev 162, the θ component oscillates in
antiphase with r with Δcr θ of 179º, newly indicative of
northern system dominance in these data.
[30] Plots (e) and (f) of Figure 4 show data from the
later interval examined here, for Revs 164 and 166 with
periapses on days 105 and 141 of 2012, respectively. Rev
164 is very unusual in showing only small oscillations to
be present in all three ﬁeld components, with ﬁtted amplitudes
~0.2-0.4 nT compared with typical values ~1-3 nT in the other
plots in Figure 4. Small amplitudes are occasionally present in
the earlier postequinox data studied by Andrews et al. [2012]
but then occur either in (r, ’) and not in θ or in θ and not in
(r, ’), due to the beat phase effects discussed in section 2. In
the case of Rev 164, the amplitudes in all components are
sufﬁciently small that the phase data are considered unreliable
(see section 3.3) and are not employed in further analysis. The
data for Rev 166 then show signiﬁcant recovery of the
amplitudes toward more usual values, with the ’ oscillations
being roughly in quadrature with r, Δc’ r being 58º, while
θ is again in antiphase with r, Δcr θ being 172º, thus again
indicating northern system dominance.
3.3. Overview of Phase Difference Data
[31] The examples in Figure 4 demonstrate an unanticipated
variability in the oscillation properties during the postequinox
interval, which we now examine in greater detail. In Figure 5,
we provide an overview of the phase difference data, plotted
versus time over the study interval, together with information
on the position of spacecraft periapsis to examine whether
changes in oscillation properties could be related to changes
in orbit coverage. Panels (a) and (b) thus show the radial
distance and LT of Cassini periapsis, respectively, while panel
(c) shows Δc’ r and (d) both Δcr θ and Δc’ θ 90 as
discussed below. The time of periapsis on each Rev is shown
at the top of the ﬁgure, numbered every fourth Rev, together
with year boundarymarkers. As indicated above, the data span
a ~3.3-year interval from near vernal equinox in August 2009
(also marked at the top of the ﬁgure) to November 2012.
[32] Data are not shown in Figure 5 for Revs 118, 140,
160, and 172, for which extended data gaps resulted in no
core data being recorded, while for all other Revs near-
continuous data spanning at least one oscillation period were
recorded within the core, in principle allowing phases to be
determined. Linear interpolation was employed across ﬁeld
spikes related to moon ﬂy-bys (e.g., plot (e) of Figure 4 on
day 2012/105) and across data gaps short compared with
the oscillation period. Phase values have been rejected if
the ﬁt between the data and model equation (3a) is poor,
indicative of competing effects contributing power to the
ﬁlter band, and if the ﬁtted amplitude is small, for similar rea-
sons. Empirically determined limits are RMS ﬁt deviations
that are a factor of more than 1.4 times the amplitude (i.e., a
ratio modestly larger than unity) and amplitudes less than
0.35 nT, these representing marginally more stringent limits
than employed previously by Andrews et al. [2012]. We note,
however, that the amplitude data for these cases are retained,
since they represent indicative upper limits in cases where
the amplitude is small. In addition, r component data (both
phase and amplitude) were rejected for a small number of
tilted orbits (Revs 116, 124, and 170-175) in which a rapid
switch in sign of the radial ﬁeld near periapsis resulting from
crossing through the ring current also contributed signiﬁcant
power to the ﬁlter band (see the study by Andrews et al.
[2008]). Overall, these conditions led to the rejection of less
than 10% of the phase data.
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Figure 5. Overview of phase difference and orbit parameter data over the ~3.3-year study interval from
near equinox in August 2009 to November 2012 spanning Revs 116 to 175. The time of periapsis on each
Rev is shown at the top of the ﬁgure, numbered every fourth Rev (black), together with year boundary
markers and the time of vernal equinox (red). Interval identiﬁers E1-E4 are also shown, delimited by
the vertical black dashed lines in the plot. Panel (a) shows the radial distance of periapsis on each Rev
(RS), (b) the LT of periapsis (hours), (c) the phase difference Δc’ r (deg) (black solid circles), and (d)
phase differences Δcr θ (red solid circles) and Δc’ θ 90 (blue solid circles). In panel (d), two cycles
of phase are shown on the vertical axis, with each data point being plotted twice. The colored horizontal
stripes in panel (d) show phase bands indicating either southern (green) or northern (yellow) system
dominance, speciﬁcally corresponding to amplitude ratios k ≤ 0.5 and k ≥ 2, respectively, while data in
the white bands indicate amplitude ratios nearer to unity between these limits.
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[33] We ﬁrst examine the Δc’ r data shown by black
solid circles in panel (c) of Figure 5. The values are close
to 90º essentially throughout, such that ’ is in lagging quad-
rature with r, consistent with a rotating quasi-uniform equa-
torial ﬁeld as discussed in section 2. The main exceptions are
for Revs 165-169 at the end of the interval, where larger de-
viations are evident. With the exclusion of these values, the
mean and standard deviation of these data are 92.0º and
10.3º, respectively. (Deﬁnitions of these quantities appropri-
ate to modulo 360º angular data are given in section A.1 of
Appendix A.) The standard deviation is thus consistent with
uncertainties in the phase differences of ~10º as mentioned
in section 3.2, though this has the character of an upper limit
since some of the variability could be physical.
[34] Given the near-constancy of Δc’ r’ 90 for most of
these data, the phase differences Δcr θ and Δc’ θ 90
can be considered to give essentially equivalent measures of
the phase relation between the (r, ’) oscillations associated
with the quasi-uniform ﬁeld and the north-south ﬁeld θ, specif-
ically of the phase between the r and θ components. In panel
(d) of Figure 5, we thus plot both Δcr θ (red solid circles)
and Δc’ θ 90 (blue solid circles), as available. Two cycles
of phase are employed on the vertical axis to help display the
continuity of the data, with each modulo 360º data point being
plotted twice. The horizontal colored bands indicate the phase
difference ranges that would contain these data if the oscilla-
tions are dominated by either the southern (green bands) or
northern (yellow bands) systems, it being recalled from section
2.3 that for southern system dominance Δcr θ and Δc’ θ
90 vary with the beat cycle about the southern system value
0º (modulo 360º), while for northern system dominance, they
similarly vary about the northern system value 180º (modulo
360º). Quantitatively, the range of variation about these values
is given by sin 1(2k/(1 + k2)), where k is the north/south am-
plitude ratio. The green bands show the range that would con-
tain the phase differences for k≤ 0.5, i.e., for southern ampli-
tudes more than twice the northern, extending 53º about 0º
(modulo 360º), while the yellow bands similarly show the
range that would contain the data for k≥ 2, i.e., for northern
amplitudes more than twice the southern, extending through
the same range about 180º (modulo 360º). Data lying in the
37º white intervals between the colored bands then
indicate amplitude ratios in the range 0.5≤ k≤ 2 about unity,
in which case the extremal phase differences switch between
the band centered on 90º (modulo 360º) and that centered on
270º (modulo 360º) each half beat cycle.
[35] These data show that in the interval spanning Revs
116-144, the phase differences typically lie within the white
bands, indicative of amplitude ratios near unity, as reported by
Andrews et al. [2012]. Plots (a) and (b) of Figure 4 show data
for two of these passes, Revs 121 and 123 fromNovember and
December 2009, one lying in each of the two bands. For future
reference, we term this interval E1 as indicated at the top of
Figure 5 (continuing to employ the orbit-type interval nomen-
clature introduced by Andrews et al. [2012]), which begins at
t=2040 days (2 August 2009) at the start of the near-equato-
rial orbits examined here, and is taken to end, for deﬁniteness,
mid-way between the periapsis times of Revs 144 and 145 at
t=2597 days (10 February 2011). These times are indicated
by the ﬁrst and second vertical dashed lines in the ﬁgure.
[36] Starting with Rev 145, there then follows a series of
passes where the phase difference values lie continuously
within or near the green band, unexpectedly indicative of re-
sumed southern system dominance, similar to the southern
summer data from the initial Cassini equatorial-orbit inter-
vals in 2004–2007 (intervals A and C in the nomenclature
of Andrews et al. [2012]). Plot (c) of Figure 4 shows data
for one of these passes, for Rev 149 in June 2011. These
conditions persisted for ~180 days (~6 months)
encompassing Revs 145–151 that we term interval E2, end-
ing two years after equinox at t= 2780 days (12 August
2011) shown by the third vertical dashed line.
[37] Beginning at Rev 152, there then follows an abrupt tran-
sition to values lying continuously within or near the yellow
band indicating northern system dominance, with phase
differences varying continually about 180º (modulo 360º) for
the ﬁrst time in these data. These conditions are exempliﬁed
by Rev 162 inMarch 2012 in plot (d) of Figure 4 and continue
for ~240 days (~8 months) encompassing Revs 152–163 that
we term E3, ending at t=3018 days (5 April 2012) shown
by the fourth vertical dashed line. We note that the values
for Revs 156 and 157 (t’ 2860 2890 days) again move near
or into the two white bands, indicative of k being brieﬂy closer
to unity in this interval, but here we have avoided further
subdivision of these data.
[38] \Signiﬁcant new behavior is again indicated starting at
Rev 164 in April 2012, where initially the amplitudes are suf-
ﬁciently low that phases are not well determined, as shown in
plot (e) of Figure 4. The phase difference values from later
Revs, however, are seen to be well scattered about 180º
within and just outside the yellow band, indicative of contin-
ued northern dominance but generally to a lesser degree than
for interval E3. This is illustrated in plot (f) of Figure 4 for Rev
166 in May 2012. These conditions, deﬁning interval E4, con-
tinue for at least ~240 days (~8 months) encompassing Revs
164–175 to the end of the data included in this study. The latter
corresponds to apoapsis at the end of Rev 175 at t=3259 days
(3 December 2012), though the periapsis pass for this Rev ac-
tually occurred at the end of November 2012.
[39] In addition to these major changes, we also note from
panel (d) of Figure 5 that an earlier episode of relative southern
dominance occurred in E1 during Revs 131–137 (t’ 2320
 2440 days, May 2010), as well as relative northern
dominance during Revs 139–144 (t’ 2470 2590 days,
October 2010). Taken together with the later variations, these
data demonstrate a far from monotonic seasonal transition
from southern to northern system dominance. In addition,
the variation in the later data is far from smooth, with major
changes occurring abruptly from one pass to the next over
intervals as short as a few tens of days, followed by relatively
stable behavior lasting ~200 days. Comparison with the orbital
data at the top of Figure 5 indicates no evident correspondence
between these major changes and changes in orbital coverage
of the spacecraft. In particular, no changes in orbit occurred
across the boundary between E2 and E3, nor between E3
and E4, such that temporal variations in the oscillation
properties themselves are clearly implicated.
4. Determination of Southern and Northern
Oscillation Phases and Amplitudes
[40] In this section, the individual properties of the northern
and southern systems are derived from the observed combined
oscillation data using techniques tailored to the nature of the
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data but principally using the method developed by Andrews
et al. [2012], which we start by outlining.
4.1. The Method of Andrews et al. [2012]
[41] In this method, the phase data (the ci values) for each
ﬁeld component for each pass are plotted in two different
formats, one appropriate to oscillations dominated by the
southern system, termed “S-format,” the other appropriate
to oscillations dominated by the northern system, termed
“N-format.” In S-format, the r and θ component phase
data are plotted as measured, while 90º is subtracted from
the ’ component values, such that for oscillations dominated
by the southern system, all the phase values lie on a common
line denoting the southern phase Φs(t) relative to the guide
phase employed. In terms of the theory in section 2, S-format
plots the quantities (ci gis), equal to Φg(t)Φs(t) for
southern-dominated oscillations (equation (3d)). These
values approach near-constancy if the guide period is close
to the southern period. Similarly in N-format, the r component
phase data are plotted as measured with 90º being subtracted
from the ’ component values as before, while 180º is now
subtracted from (or equivalently added to) the θ component
values, such that for oscillations dominated by the northern
system, all these values lie on a common line denoting
the northern phase Φn(t) relative to the guide phase
employed. N-format thus plots the quantities (ci gin),
equal to Φg(t)Φn(t) for northern-dominated oscillations
(equation (3e)), the values approaching near constancy if
the guide period is close to the northern period.
[42] If we consider the limiting case of equal amplitudes of
the two oscillations, k=1, the results in panel (b) of Figure 2
show that the S-format values raster through 90º about
Φg(t)Φs(t) (i.e., through half of the full 360º range), while
simultaneously, the phase values in N-format raster through
90º about Φg(t)Φn(t), thus allowing both southern and
northern phases to be determined from ﬁts to the banded
phase data in the two formats. If k departs from unity toward
smaller (southern dominant) values, the data in S-format
become more tightly banded about the southern phase as
shown in panel (a) of Figure 2, while the data in N-format
become less tightly banded about the northern phase, until
the latter banding can no longer be discerned within the uncer-
tainties in the data. Similarly, if k departs from unity toward
larger (northern dominant) values, the data in N-format become
more tightly banded about the northern phase as shown in
panel (c) of Figure 2, while the data in S-format become less
tightly banded about the southern phase, until the latter banding
can no longer be discerned within the uncertainties.
[43] The limits on the range of k within which the two
phases can be discerned by these means can be estimated by
noting that when k is small, the phase deviations (in radians)
of the combined oscillations about the southern phase are of
magnitude |d| ~ k (equations (2b) and (2d)), while when k is
large, the deviations about the northern phase are of magnitude
|d| ~ 1/k (equations (2c) and (2e)). Supposing the uncertainties
in the phase measurements are ~ dc (radians), and that the
phase deviations in the combined oscillations can only be
determined with sufﬁcient accuracy when |d|> fΔc for some
f> ~ 1, then the range of k for which both phases can be
discerned is given by ( f dc)< k< 1/( f dc). To obtain an
estimate, we consider phase measurement uncertainties of
~10º as indicated in section 3.2, together, e.g., with f 1.25,
giving f dc 0.2 radians. The range of k for which the method
will yield both phases is thus roughly a factor of ~5 about
unity, i.e., 0.2≤ k≤ 5. Outside this range, only the southern
phase can be determined when k is small and only the northern
phase when k is large.
[44] To determine the southern and northern phases when
k lies within this range, Andrews et al. [2012] calculated
piecewise linear ﬁts to the S- and N-format data (using
methods appropriate to modulo 360º angular data outlined
in section A.2 of Appendix A), employing successive sets
of 25 data points typically spanning ~200 days. Each ﬁt
was taken to deﬁne the phase and period of the southern-
and northern-system oscillations at the center time of the
data set employed. The sequence of such values obtained
from data sets shifted one data point at a time, typically
separated by ~10 days, with linear interpolation between,
was then taken to deﬁne these quantities over time. While
this procedure was successfully applied by Andrews et al.
[2012] to extended interval E1, it is evidently not appropri-
ate to the later data considered here, where abrupt changes
in properties occur on similar ~200 day time scales. Here
for the later interval, we thus simply employ piecewise linear
ﬁts to the individual intervals E2–E4 containing near-steady
oscillation properties, as described in section 3.3. Having
determined the north and south phases, Φn,s(t), the beat phase
ΔΦ(t) then follows from their difference (equation (2h)). The
value of k for any interval is then determined from ﬁtting to
the beat phase-dependent phase modulations of the observed
combined oscillations, using either the deviations of the
ci phase data from the linear ﬁts and equation (3d) or
equivalently (3e) as in the study by Andrews et al. [2012] or
the Δcr θ and Δc’ θ 90 phase difference data and
equation (2g). Given both the beat phase and k, the amplitudes
of the northern and southern oscillations for each ﬁeld
component can then be estimated from ﬁts to the pass-to-pass
amplitude data, using equations (2j) and (2k).
[45] Figure 6 overviews the phase results obtained using
these and related methods, to be discussed in detail in
sections 4.2. As in Figure 5, vertical dashed lines demarcate
intervals E1–E4 having differing oscillation properties, as
indicated at the top of the plot. The solid circles in
panel (a) show the ci phase data plotted in S-format for
the r (red), θ (green), and ’ (blue) ﬁeld components, using
a guide phase corresponding to a ﬁxed period of 10.70 h.
Two full cycles of phase are plotted on the vertical axis to
clearly display the continuity of the data, with each data
point being plotted twice. The black crosses and black
solid, dotted, and dashed lines show determinations of the
southern phase (modulo 360º), while the various purple
and green lines similarly show the modeled phases of the
observed combined (r, ’) and θ component data, respec-
tively. Panel (b) then shows the same phase data plotted in
N-format using a guide phase corresponding to a ﬁxed period
of 10.64 h, together with northern phase determinations
(black crosses and lines) and phase models for the observed
combined data (purple and green lines), in the same ﬁgure
format as panel (a). The solid circles in panel (c) show the
phase difference data Δcr θ (red) and Δc’ θ 90 (blue)
as in panel (d) of Figure 5, while the black solid, dotted,
and dashed lines show modeled variations. In panel (d),
the crosses and solid, dotted, and dashed lines show the
oscillation periods corresponding to the gradient of the phase
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determinations for the southern (red) and northern (blue)
systems. Similarly in panel (e), the black crosses and solid,
dotted, and dashed lines show the north/south amplitude
ratio k determinations, where below the horizontal short-
dashed line at k = 1 the scale is linear in k from zero
to unity, while above the horizontal dashed line, it is linear
in 1/k between unity and zero as marked on the left side of
the panel, the latter corresponding to k between unity and
Figure 6. Phase data and derived oscillation parameters plotted versus time over the interval of the study.
Periapsis markers and year boundaries are shown at the top of the ﬁgure in the same format as Figure 5,
together with interval identiﬁers delimited by the vertical black dashed lines. The panels show (a) phase data
ci (solid circles) plotted in S-format (see section 4.1) for the r (red), θ (green), and ’ (blue) ﬁeld components
using a guide phase corresponding to a ﬁxed period of 10.70 h, together with model values shown by the
black crosses and black, purple, and green lines in various formats as detailed below; (b) the same phase data
plotted in N-format using a guide phase corresponding to a ﬁxed period of 10.64 h, together with model
values as also indicated below; (c) phase difference data (solid circles) Δcr θ (red) and Δc’ θ 90 (blue)
as in Figure 5 together with model values shown by black solid, dotted, and dashed lines; (d) southern (red)
and northern (blue) oscillation periods corresponding to the gradients of the modeled phases shown by
crosses and solid, dotted, and dashed lines as detailed below; and (e) north/south amplitude ratio k values
shown by black crosses and solid, dotted, and dashed lines, where in the lower half of the panel the scale is
linear in k from zero to unity, while in the upper half it is linear in 1/k between unity and zero (corresponding
to k values between unity and inﬁnity as indicated on the right side of the panel). Two full cycles of phase are
plotted in panels (a)–(c), with each data point and phase model curve being plotted twice. In panel (e), the two
blue bands show the k ranges where the northern properties are inaccessible for small k and the southern
properties for large k, while the white band between indicates the range of values (0.2< k< 5) within
which we anticipate being able to diagnose both northern and southern oscillation properties using the
method of Andrews et al. [2012]. In interval E1, the dotted lines in each panel show the model parameters
derived by Andrews et al. [2012], where in panels (a) and (b), the black dotted lines show the southern and
northern phase models, respectively, while the purple and green dotted lines show models for the observed
combined phase data for the (r, ’) and θ components, respectively. The crosses and solid lines in interval
E1 similarly show the values derived here from 5-parameter ﬁts to 150 day data segments computed every
50 days centered on the times indicated by the crosses, where to avoid multiple overlapping lines only every
other ﬁt curve is shown. In E2-E4, the solid lines show results from linear ﬁts to the S- and N-format phase
data within those intervals. In E3, the dashed lines indicate values determined using a southern phase that is
linearly interpolated between the end of E2 and the beginning of E4 as shown in panel (a).
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inﬁnity, as marked on the right side of the panel. The blue
bands at the top and bottom of panel (e) show the ranges
of k where the northern properties are inaccessible for
k < 0.2 and the southern for k> 5 (i.e., for 1/k< 0.2), while
the white band between them corresponds to the k range
within which we anticipate being able to diagnose both
northern and southern phases using the Andrews et al.
[2012] method.
[46] Corresponding results for the oscillation amplitudes
are shown in Figure 7, where again detailed discussion will
be given in sections 4.2. For ease of cross-reference, panels
(a) and (b) show the oscillation periods and the amplitude
ratio k, respectively, in the same format as Figure 6. The
solid circles in panel (c) then show the amplitude data for
the r (red), θ (green), and ’ (blue) ﬁeld components,
together with modeled values shown by the similarly colored
solid, dotted, and dashed lines. The crosses in panel (d) then
show similarly color-coded cross-correlation coefﬁcients
between the amplitude data and the model values in each
data segment. The crosses and solid, dotted, and dashed lines
in panel (e) show color-coded southern system amplitudes for
each ﬁeld component, while the dot-dashed and dotted lines
Figure 7. Amplitude data and oscillation parameters plotted versus time over the interval of the study in
a similar format to Figure 6. The panels show (a) the oscillation periods as in Figure 6d; (b) the north/south
amplitude ratio k as in Figure 6e; (c) amplitude data (solid circles) for the r (red), θ (green), and ’ (blue)
ﬁeld components together with model ﬁts shown by similarly colored solid, dotted, and dashed lines as
detailed below; (d) similarly color-coded cross-correlation coefﬁcients between the amplitude data and
modeled values; (e) separated amplitudes of the southern oscillations for each color-coded ﬁeld compo-
nent shown by crosses and solid, dotted, and dashed lines as detailed below; (f) separated amplitudes of
the northern oscillations for each color-coded ﬁeld component similarly shown by crosses and dot-dashed
and dotted lines; and (g)-(i) southern (solid and dashed lines) and northern (dot-dashed lines) amplitudes
shown separately for the r, θ, and ’ ﬁeld components, respectively, using the same color and line formats
as in Figures 7e and 7f. Figures 7e–7i use the same amplitude scale as Figure 7c, though not the same
range. As in Figure 6, the dotted lines in interval E1 show the values derived by Andrews et al. [2012].
The crosses and solid and dot-dashed lines in E1 show values derived here from ﬁve-parameter ﬁts in
150 day data segments computed every 50 days centered on the times indicated by the crosses, where only
every other ﬁt is shown in Figure 7c to avoid multiple overlapping lines. The amplitude models in
intervals E2-E4 are based on the linear phase models and k values for those intervals shown in Figure 6.
In Figures 7e–7i, the solid and dashed lines refer to southern system amplitudes and the dot-dashed lines to
northern system amplitudes throughout. In E3, the dashed lines indicate southern values determined using
a southern phase linearly interpolated between the end of E2 and the beginning of E4.
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in panel (f) similarly show color-coded northern system
amplitudes for each ﬁeld component. In panels (g)-(i), the
same amplitude results are shown separately for each ﬁeld
component for both southern (solid and dashed lines) and
northern (dot-dashed lines) systems, using identical color
and line formats as in panels (e) and (f). We note that panels
(e)-(i) all use the same amplitude scale as panel (c) (though
not the same range).
4.2. Interval E1
[47] We now discuss the contents of these ﬁgures for each
of the data intervals identiﬁed, beginning with E1, which we
note is essentially the interval in common with the analysis
presented by Andrews et al. [2012]. As deﬁned here, it
encompasses the interval from Rev 116 when the space-
craft orbit once more became near-equatorial to Rev 144
after which the oscillation character changed, spanning
t ’ 2040 2597 days corresponding to August 2009 to
February 2011. The top two panels of Figure 6 clearly
show the simultaneously and similarly banded nature of
the E1 phase data plotted in both S- and N-formats during
this interval, indicative of k values near to unity. According
to the discussion in section 4.1, these bands thus reveal the
phase variations of the southern and northern oscillations,
respectively, relative to the chosen guide phases. Slowly
rising or falling values indicate oscillation periods that
are slightly longer or shorter than the guide periods, respec-
tively. The results derived by Andrews et al. [2012] are
shown by the dotted lines in each panel, where the black
dotted lines in panels (a) and (b) show the southern and
northern phases, respectively, while the purple and green
dotted lines show the model phases for the observed
combined oscillations of the (r, ’) and θ ﬁeld components,
respectively, using a best-ﬁt value of k= 1.02, shown by the
horizontal dotted line in panel (e). These models clearly
provide a good account of the phase data. The corresponding
southern and northern periods are shown by the red and blue
dotted lines, respectively, in panel (d), which converge to
an almost common value ~10.68 h near t 2450 days
(mid-September 2010), just over one year after equinox,
before modestly diverging again in the same sense as before.
[48] Here we have also explored an alternative ﬁtting
strategy to these data, which also yields improved time res-
olution on the amplitude ratio k, a topic of particular interest
for reasons introduced in section 3. Speciﬁcally, we have
used the theory in section 2 to ﬁt directly to the (r, ’) and
θ phase values in individual time segments. The model is
thus a function of ﬁve parameters, namely, the slope and
intercept of the northern and southern phase functions Φn,s
(t), assumed to vary linearly with time during each data
segment (i.e., ﬁxed periods), and the amplitude ratio k. The
method is simply to ﬁnd the set of ﬁve parameters that gives
the minimum variance between the model and the data
(equation (A3)) within a ﬁve-dimensional parameter “cube”
spanning appropriate ranges. The steps employed were
7.2º for the phase constants, 0.005 h for the periods, and
0.05 for k when k ≤ 1 and similarly for 1/k when k ≥ 1. In
addition, to treat more equally the phases of the oscillations
in the north-south and equatorial ﬁeld components,
for which there is generally one measurement of the former
(θ component) and two of the latter (both r and ’) from each
pass, we have also averaged the cr and c’ 90 data
together for a given pass (equation (A1)) when both are
available, thus forming averaged “purple” data from the
red and blue data shown in Figure 6. If either cr or c’ 90
is not available, the remaining value is used unmodiﬁed. The
model is then ﬁtted to the green and “purple” data in each
time segment. The chosen overlapping segments are
centered every 50 days throughout E1, comprising 10 evalu-
ations overall, each encompassing data within 75 days on
either side (similar to the ~100 day sequences employed
by Andrews et al. [2012]). This choice ensures that each data
segment contains at least one half-beat period, a requirement
if the difference between the southern and northern periods
is to be accurately determined (see panel (b) of Figure 2).
However, ﬁts using data windows of 50 and 100 days
about the same times show that the results are not sensitively
dependent on this choice.
[49] The results show that although there are often a
number of local variance minima within the parameter “cube,”
one clear global minimum is generally evident, with typical
minimum variance values (see equation A3) of ~0.05 to
~0.1, implying modest deviations between the phase data
and model of typically ~20º to ~25º. The piecewise ﬁts are
shown by the solid green and purple lines in panels (a) and
(b) of Figure 6 and by the solid black lines in panel (c), though
these are shown only for every other data segment to avoid
confusion of multiple overlapping lines. The southern and
northern phase values at the center of each data segment are
shown by the black crosses in panels (a) and (b), respectively,
and can be seen to agree closely with those derived by
Andrews et al. [2012] (black dotted lines). Similarly, the
southern and northern periods shown by the red and blue
crosses in panel (d), respectively, are also found to agree
closely with the values (red and blue dotted lines) of Andrews
et al. [2012]. The amplitude ratios k shown by the crosses in
panel (e) show values consistently close to unity, with an aver-
age over the interval of 1.03, compared with the overall value
of 1.02 determined by Andrews et al. [2012] (horizontal black
dotted line). In the initial part of the interval to ~2350 days,
the individual values lie consistently close to unity, between
~0.9 and ~1.1. After this, however, a departure to somewhat
smaller values of k~ 0.8 occurs near 2400 days and to some-
what larger values of k~ 1.3 at 2550 days, thus quantifying
the variations noted previously in the phase difference data
in section 3.3.
[50] The colored lines in panel (c) of Figure 7 similarly
show model values ﬁtted to the E1 amplitude data (similarly
colored solid circles) using the beat phase and k values
obtained from the phase analysis just described. The dotted
lines again show the values determined by Andrews et al.
[2012], while the solid lines show the values derived here
from the ﬁve-parameter phase ﬁts, with results again being
shown for every other data segment. The model values are
strongly modulated at the beat period due to the k 1 condi-
tions prevailing and can be seen generally to provide a
reasonable description of the data. The cross-correlation
coefﬁcients shown in panel (d) are generally positive lying
between +0.3 and +0.9, with averaged values of +0.54 for r,
+0.46 for θ, and +0.66 for ’. The results in panels (e)–(i) show
that during the initial part of E1 to t 2350 days, the northern
and southern system amplitudes are near-constant in time and
near-equal in value, in line with the k 1 conditions just
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discussed. The amplitudes of both systems are ~0.8 nT for r,
~1.2 nT for θ, and ~1.5 nT for ’, in good agreement with
the Andrews et al. [2012] values shown by the dotted lines
in panels (e) and (f). The reduced value of k’ 0.8 near
~2400 days is then related principally to an increase in the
southern amplitude for the r and ’ components and to a
decrease in the northern amplitude for the θ component.
Opposite variations then give rise to the increased value of
k  1.3 near ~2550 days.
[51] The oscillation parameters determined here from the
ﬁve-parameter ﬁts are recorded in Table 1 and Table B1 in
Appendix B. Speciﬁcally, in Table 1, we give the averaged
values and ranges of the periods, the amplitude ratio k, and
the amplitudes of each ﬁeld component for both northern
and southern systems. In Table B1, we record the parameters
of the phase functions (see Appendix B) and k values for
each individual 150 day ﬁt.
4.3. Interval E2
[52] We now turn to the previously unmodeled data in inter-
val E2 encompassing Revs 145–151, t’ 2597 2780 days
corresponding to February to August 2011. Examination of
the S- and N-format phases in panels (a) and (b) of Figure 6
shows that the character of these data is considerably and
rather abruptly altered compared with E1, with the S-format
data beingmore tightly banded than before, while the N-format
data are much less tightly banded, particularly later in the
interval. These data thus show that the southern oscillations
unexpectedly resume dominance during this interval ~1.5-2 years
after equinox as inferred in section 3.3, with the Δcr θ and
Δc’ θ 90 phase difference data in panel (c) varying
modestly about 0º (modulo 360º). Panel (a) also shows that a
distinct change in the slope of the southern phase values took
place between the two intervals, indicative of an increase in
period close to the 10.70 h guide period, combined with a
jump in the phase itself. We note that abrupt behavior of this
nature has not been documented previously in related studies
of magnetic oscillation data.
[53] The black line in panel (a) of Figure 6 shows an
individual linear ﬁt to the E2 S-format data taken as a whole
(section A.2), equivalent to the method of Andrews et al.
[2012], though we have again averaged the cr and c’ 90
data together (when both are available) before performing
the ﬁt for reasons given in section 4.2 above. This ﬁt yields
a well-deﬁned southern system period of 10.698 h, close to
the guide period employed, shown by the red line in panel
(d). The uncertainty in this value is estimated to be ~0.003
h (i.e.,  ~ 10 s), based on the estimated uncertainty in the
slope of the ﬁt. This period compares with values of
10.685 and 10.670 h determined from the last two data
segments in E1 (Table B1), the latter indicating a modest
but clear ~0.25% (~100 s) increase in the southern period
in E2. In addition, the ﬁtted phases decreased by ~100º across
the interval boundary, implying a signiﬁcant jump in phase of
the southern oscillations. In effect, the azimuth of the rotating
quasi-uniform equatorial ﬁeld (and related north-south ﬁeld)
advanced through this angle during the ~20 day interval in
February 2011 between the periapsis passes of Revs 144 and
145. Although this ﬁt represents the E2 data reasonably well,
particularly for Revs 145–148 in the early part of the interval,
the later data from Revs 149–151 show greater scatter about
this line. However, this is not produced by beats between
the northern and southern oscillations, where the (r, ’) and
θ phases deviate in opposite directions but rather has the form
of “common jitter” in which all the phases from a given pass
vary together in a given sense. Such additional pass-to-pass
variations have previously been inferred by Provan et al.
[2011] from data obtained during the initial near-equatorial
Cassini orbit interval in 2004–2006 (interval A in the
nomenclature of Andrews et al. [2012]) and were suggested
as possibly associated with solar wind speed-related SKR
phase variations reported by Zarka et al. [2007]. The RMS
Table 1. Oscillation Periods, Amplitude Ratios, and Amplitudes for Intervals E1-E4
Interval E1 Revs 116–144 E2 Revs 145–151 E3 Revs 152–163 E4 Revs 164–175
North period/h 10.656a 10.634  0.005 10.633  0.002 10.639f  0.002
10.640–10.670
South period/h 10.707a 10.698  0.003 10.688c 10.688f  0.004
10.670–10.745
North/South amplitude ratio k 1.03a 0.32  0.07b 6d  2b 1.6f  0.3b
0.80–1.33
North r-component amplitude/nT 0.79a 0.27 0.85 1.22g
0.53–0.94
North θ-component amplitude/nT 1.25a 0.53 1.48 1.39g
0.89–1.64
North ’-component amplitude/nT 1.44a 0.54 1.42 2.23g
1.26–1.61
South r-component amplitude/nT 0.80a 0.85 0.14 e 0.78g
0.40–1.17
South θ-component amplitude/nT 1.22a 1.66 0.25 e 0.89g
1.07–1.56
South ’-component amplitude/nT 1.44a 1.68 0.24 e 1.43g
0.95–1.90
aAveraged value and range over the ten 150-day ﬁts spanning interval E1.
bValue obtained from the k range about the best ﬁt required to produce a 10% increase in the square root of the variance between the phase data and the
model, see section 4.3.
cValue determined by linear interpolation of the southern phase between the end of interval E2 and the beginning of interval E4.
dDetermined from the ﬁt to the Δcr θ phase difference data excluding Revs 156 and 157, using the interpolated southern phase.
eDetermined from the northern amplitudes using the E3 k value derived using the interpolated southern phase.
fDetermined from phase data for Revs 166-175.
gLimiting amplitudes of hyperbolic tangent ﬁt to amplitude data with t= 86 days, see section 4.5.
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value of the “common jitter” was inferred to be ~10º in those
data, while the values indicated here on Revs 149–151 are
up to ~50º. Due to these variations, the ﬁve-parameter ﬁt
method introduced for E1 cannot be appropriately applied to
these data, since it assumes that the dominant variations are
due to beats between the northern and southern systems,
which is clearly not true overall in this case.
[54] The ﬁt to the N-format data in panel (b) of Figure 6 is
also seen to be well constrained by the data banding in the
ﬁrst half of E2, in this case suggesting an insigniﬁcant
~20º jump in northern oscillation phase across the boundary.
However, it is clearly less well constrained in the second half
of the interval, indicating greater uncertainty in the phase
slope and hence period. The period obtained from the ﬁt,
10.634 h ( ~ 0.005 h) shown by the blue line in panel (d),
is nevertheless closely similar to but slightly smaller than
the values of 10.655 and 10.640 h obtained from the last
two data segments in E1, thus continuing the slow fall in
northern period from peak values of ~10.67 h at the time
of near-coalescence. The gap between southern and northern
periods thus also continued to widen, with the southern
period remaining longer than the northern as found at the
end of E1 both here and by Andrews et al. [2012]. The differ-
ence in periods was 0.030 0.004 h (~2 min) at the end of E1
and 0.064 0.006 h (~4 min) in E2, thus approximately
doubling in value. The corresponding beat periods were
~160 20 days at the end of E1 and ~75 7 days in E2.
[55] Given the model ﬁts for the northern and southern
oscillation phases, and hence the beat phase, the north/south
amplitude ratio k for the interval can be determined by ﬁtting
the theoretical model expressions in section 2 to the
observed beat-modulated phases. Andrews et al. [2012]
ﬁtted equations (2b)–(2e) to the deviations of the ci gin,s
data from the linear ﬁts, but this procedure is somewhat
compromised in the present case by the presence of the large
“common jitter” noted above. Instead, we have therefore
ﬁtted equation (2g) to the Δcr θ and Δc’ θ 90 phase
difference data, from which “common jitter” is perforce
eliminated, giving a possibly reduced but cleaner data set
to which to ﬁt. This method has then been applied uniformly
to the three data intervals E2–E4. For interval E2, the best ﬁt
to these data, obtained by searching for the k value that gives
the minimum variance V (equation (A3)) between the data and
the model using k steps of 0.01, yields a value of k’ 0.32 as
indicated in Table 1. Formal uncertainties are again difﬁcult
to assign, but a useful measure may be found by considering
the change in k about the minimum required to produce a sig-
niﬁcant 10% increase in
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2V
p
, the latter being approximately
the RMS deviation (in radians) between the data and the
model for small V (section A.2). This range of k is found to be
~0.07, also given in Table 1. The above best-ﬁt value k’ 0.32
is seen to yield a good ﬁt to the E2 phase difference data, as
shown by the black solid line in panel (c) of Figure 6, and also
provides a tolerable ﬁt to the phase deviations relative to the
linear phase models in panels (a) and (b), shown by the purple
and green solid lines. The value is comparable with but
somewhat smaller even than the value k~ 0.4 determined for
southern summer conditions by Provan et al. [2011] and
Andrews et al. [2012] and lies only modestly above the
limiting range for which northern parameters cannot be
derived from the phase data (k< 0.2), shown by the lower blue
band in panel (e) of Figure 6.
[56] Using these beat phase and k values, we can then ﬁt to
the E2 amplitude data in panel (c) of Figure 7 to determine
the northern and southern system amplitudes during the
interval. With the occasional exception, the model ﬁts
shown by the solid lines are seen to agree with the rise and
fall of the observed values caused by the beat effect, with
consistently positive cross-correlation coefﬁcients of +0.70
for r, +0.46 for θ, and +0.78 for ’. Examination of the
amplitudes themselves in panels (e)–(i) of Figure 7 shows
that the resumption of southern-system dominance in inter-
val E2, compared with near-equal amplitudes in interval
E1, is due to both an increase in the southern amplitude by
a modest factor of ~1.3 and a major decrease in the northern
amplitude by a factor of ~2.5. The former increase results in
southern system amplitudes that are almost identical to those
occurring during southern summer, 0.85 nT for r, 1.66 nT
for θ, and 1.68 nT for ’ (Table 1), compared with 0.86 nT
for r, 1.65 nT for θ, and 1.71 nT for ’ obtained by Andrews
et al. [2012] in intervals A/C in 2004–2007. The latter
decrease then results in northern system amplitudes that are
somewhat lower even than those occurring during southern
summer, 0.27 nT for r, 0.53 nT for θ, and 0.54 nT for ’
(Table 1), compared with 0.33 nT for r, 0.63 nT for θ, and
0.65 nT for ’ in intervals A/C.
Table B1. Northern and Southern System Oscillation Phase Models for Intervals E1–E4
Interval Start-end time daysa Amplitude ratio k Φ0n/deg tn/hr Φ0s/deg ts/hr
E1–1 2025–2175 0.90 316.8 10.655 266.4 10.745
E1–2 2075–2225 1.05 144.0 10.665 180.0 10.740
E1–3 2125–2275 1.11 36.0 10.660 352.8 10.730
E1–4 2175–2325 1.00 237.6 10.655 280.8 10.725
E1–5 2225–2375 0.95 316.8 10.645 316.8 10.700
E1–6 2275–2425 1.00 136.8 10.640 151.2 10.695
E1–7 2325–2475 0.80 172.8 10.670 338.4 10.690
E1–8 2375–2525 1.05 194.4 10.670 136.8 10.685
E1–9 2425–2575 1.05 252.0 10.655 144.0 10.685
E1–10 2475–2625 1.33 237.6 10.640 136.8 10.670
E2 2597–2780 0.32 134.8 10.634 326.1 10.698
E3 2780–3018 6b 334.0 10.633 52.1c 10.688c
E4 3018–3259 1.6 338.2 10.639 23.2 10.688
aNote t = 0 corresponds to 00 UT on 1 January 2004.
bDetermined from the ﬁt to the Δcr θ phase difference data excluding Revs 156 and 157, using the interpolated southern phase.
cValue determined by linear interpolation of the southern phase between the end of E2 and the beginning of E4.
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4.4. Interval E3
[57] Turning now to interval E3 encompassing Revs
152–163, t’ 2780 3018 days corresponding to August
2011 to March 2012, it can be seen in panels (a) and (b)
of Figure 6 that the phase data have again undergone an abrupt
and marked change in properties. The N-format phase data are
now tightly banded while the S-format data are essentially
unbanded, indicative of strong northern oscillation dominance
for the ﬁrst time in these data. Correspondingly, the Δcr θ
and Δc’ θ 90 phase difference data in panel (c) generally
vary modestly about 180º, with the exception of Revs 156 and
157 near ~2875 days (November 2011) where the deviations
are signiﬁcantly larger as mentioned in section 3.3. It is
notable that the transition from southern dominance in E2 to
northern dominance in E3 occurred abruptly between the
periapses of Revs 151 and 152, separated by only 22 days.
[58] The black line in panel (b) of Figure 6 shows a linear
ﬁt to the N-format data, yielding a northern system period of
10.633 h ( ~ 0.002 h) shown by the blue line in panel (d).
This value is essentially the same as the 10.634 h
( ~ 0.005 h) northern period derived for E2, such that there
is no evidence of a change in northern system period
between the two intervals. There is, however, a jump in
ﬁtted phase of ~50º across the boundary of the two intervals,
but in view of the weakly banded nature of the N-format data
toward the end of E2, this is not considered signiﬁcant.
Application of the same technique to the S-format data,
however, yielded no signiﬁcant minima in the variance over
the expected range of periods, either for the whole of E3 or
for a number of 150 day subintervals that were investigated.
Nevertheless, the phase difference data in panel (c) show
weak deviations about 180º, which we have attempted to
model using a three-parameter ﬁt as outlined in section 4.3.
Again, the results were not conclusive, the variance displaying
a number of similar weak minima in the expected range.
[59] The conclusion therefore is that the southern amplitude
during E3 was sufﬁciently low compared with the northern
that the southern oscillation parameters cannot reliably be
determined, implying k> ~ 5 according to the discussion in
section 4.1. However, it is noted that when the southern phase
determined fromE4 data (section 4.5) is projected back in time
at constant period, the value is found to lie very close to that of
the well-determined southern phase at the end of E2. We have
therefore investigated whether a southern phase linearly inter-
polated between the end of E2 and the beginning of E4, shown
by the black dashed line in panel (a) of Figure 6, provides a ﬁt
to the phase difference values. We note that the slope of this
line corresponds to a period of 10.688 h (very close to that in
E4), implying a difference in periods in E3 of 0.055 h with a
corresponding beat period of ~86 days. Excluding the large
values for Revs 156 and 157, the best ﬁt to the data in
panel (c) is found for k’ 1/0.17 6, thus lying just beyond
the k> ~5 limit shown by the upper blue band in panel (e).
The uncertainty in this k value, determined as outlined in section
4.3, is ~2 (Table 1). The best ﬁt is shown by the dashed line in
panel (c), where it can be seen that (with the exception of Revs
156 and 157) this model provides a consistently reasonable de-
scription of themagnitude and sense of the phase difference data,
thus lending modest credence to the interpolated southern phase.
[60] The best ﬁts to the E3 amplitude data in panel (c) of
Figure 7 using the above parameters, however, are found
to show little correspondence with the variations of these
data, with cross-correlation coefﬁcients that are either small
or negative, -0.55 for r, +0.09 for θ, and -0.27 for ’.
Scattered results were also obtained for selected subsets of
the data. It thus seems clear that other sources of amplitude
variability swamp the expectedly modest beat-phase ampli-
tude effects in E3, it being noted in particular that values
in the second half of the interval tend to be larger than in
the ﬁrst, though returning to initial values toward the end.
In these circumstances, the best-ﬁt values in effect determine
the amplitudes of the dominant northern oscillations, with
the southern amplitudes being given simply through the
amplitude ratio k. The northern amplitudes are thus
estimated as 0.85 nT for r, 1.48 nT for θ, and 1.42 nT for ’,
as shown in panel (f) of Figure 7 (Table 1), while the southern
amplitudes are 0.14 nT for r, 0.25 nT for θ, and 0.24 nT for ’,
shown by the dashed lines in panel (e). These results thus
indicate that the abrupt change between E2 and E3 was
due to an increase in the northern amplitude by a factor of
~3.0 back to values comparable to E1, combined with a
simultaneous decrease in the previously near-constant southern
amplitude by a factor of ~6 to values of a few tenths of a nT.
4.5. Interval E4
[61] A further abrupt change then occurred in interval E4,
encompassing Revs 164 to the end of the data considered
here at Rev 175, t’ 3018 3259 days corresponding to
April to November 2012. As illustrated in plot (e) of
Figure 4, this change is presaged in Rev 164 where for the
ﬁrst time in these data, the core region amplitudes in all three
ﬁeld components were sufﬁciently low (~0.2-0.4 nT) that no
phases could reliably be determined. Over the following
Revs, the amplitudes then recovered to more normal values
as seen in panel (c) of Figure 7, such that phases can once
more be determined for both (r, ’) and θ components for
Rev 166 and later (except for the r components for Revs
170–175 due to ring current effects associated with the
increasing tilt of the orbit plane (section 3.3)). We recall that
no results are available for Rev 172 due to an extended
magnetic ﬁeld data gap. Figure 6 shows that the N-format
phase data in panel (b) continue to be tightly banded, though
somewhat less so than for E3, while the S-format data in
panel (a) now exhibit evident but weaker banding in the later
interval where both (r, ’) and θ component data are available.
These properties indicate that the northern oscillations remain
dominant in E4, though less so than during E3, such that the
phase difference values in panel (c) continue to oscillate about
180º but with a markedly larger amplitude.
[62] The solid black lines in panels (a) and (b) of Figure 6
show linear ﬁts to the Rev 166–175 data in both cases,
yielding a northern period of 10.639 h ( ~ 0.002 h) from
the N-format data and a southern period of 10.688 h
( ~ 0.004 h) from the S-format data, shown by the blue
and red lines, respectively, in panel (d). The northern period
is slightly longer than those determined for both E2 and E3,
with the change in the slope of the phase being clear
between E3 and E4 in the tightly banded N-format data.
Overall, however, these results indicate an approximately
constant northern period ~10.635 h over E2-E4, signiﬁcantly
shorter than the maximum value of 10.670 h (0.0025 h)
that occurred in the interval of near-coalesced periods in
E1. The ﬁtted northern phases also exhibit a jump of ~60º
across the boundary between E3 and E4. The E4 southern
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period of 10.688 h ( ~ 0.004 h) is very nearly the same as
the interpolated value for E3 and also similar to the value
in interval E1 when the periods near-coalesced of 10.685 h
(0.0025 h) within the uncertainty estimates, though being
somewhat shorter than the value in E2 of 10.698 h
(0.003 h), outside of the uncertainty estimates. The differ-
ence period in E4 of 0.049 0.004 h is thus slightly reduced
compared with E2 and that inferred for E3, with a corre-
sponding beat period of ~95 8 days.
[63] Using a ﬁt to the phase difference data in panel (c) of
Figure 6, as for the other intervals, the best ﬁt k value for
interval E4 is found to be k’ 1/0.64 1.6, with an uncertainty
determined as in section 4.3 of ~0.3. The dominance of the
northern oscillations is thus signiﬁcantly less in E4 than in E3,
for which we estimated k 6. It can be seen that the model
provides a good ﬁt to the phase difference data in panel (c)
of Figure 6 and also gives a good account of the modulations
of the individual (r, ’) and θ phase data about the linear ﬁts in
panels (a) and (b).
[64] It is clear, however, that a ﬁt to the amplitude data in
panel (c) of Figure 7 using constant amplitudes for the
northern and southern systems is inappropriate in view of the
evident increase in amplitudes from small values over the
interval. Here we have therefore used a simple hyperbolic
tangent variation in equations (2j) and (2k) to represent the
rise from small to near-constant values, given for ﬁeld
component i by
B0in tð Þ ¼ kB0is tð Þ ¼ B0in tanh t  toð Þt
	 

; (4)
where to is taken to be the start of interval E4 (to’ 3018
days), t is the amplitude growth time, and B0in are the
limiting northern amplitudes at large time for component i,
the limiting southern amplitudes being B0in/k. The ﬁt giving
the minimum RMS deviation between data and model is
found to have t 85 days, approximately one third of the
length of the E4 interval (~240 days). However, models with
t between ~70 and ~110 days are found to ﬁt almost as well.
The best-ﬁt limiting amplitudes for the northern system are
1.22 nT for r, 1.39 nT for θ, and 2.23 nT for ’, with
corresponding limiting amplitudes for the southern system
of 0.78 nT for r, 0.89 nT for θ, and 1.43 nT for ’. These
models provide reasonably good ﬁts to the amplitude data
in panel (c), particularly for the ’ component, with cross-
correlation coefﬁcients of +0.84 for r, +0.65 for θ, and
+0.91 for ’, as shown in panel (d). It may be noted from
Figure 7 and Table 1 that these limiting southern amplitudes
are once more comparable to those in E1, though somewhat
less than those in E2, while the limiting northern amplitudes
are larger than those in E1 (factor ~1.4) and comparable with
or larger than those in E3.
5. Summary and Discussion
[65] We have examined the properties of the “planetary
period” magnetic ﬁeld oscillations in Saturn’s magnetosphere
observed on 56 near-equatorial Cassini periapsis passes
through the core region (dipole L≤ 12) that occurred between
the second and third high-latitude mission phases fromAugust
2009 to November 2012. These passes, on Revs 116–175, had
periapsides at ~3-6 RS in the dawn sector, providing core data
every ~20 days from which the amplitude and phase can be
determined for each ﬁeld component. These data span the ﬁrst
~3.3 years of the northern spring interval between equinox in
August 2009 and northern summer solstice in May 2017.
[66] Previous studies by Provan et al. [2011] and Andrews
et al. [2010b, 2012] demonstrated that the core region
oscillations consist of the superposition of two systems with
differing polarization characteristics, periods, and amplitudes,
which are associated with the northern and southern polar
regions. During the initial Cassini southern summer inter-
val, 2004–2007, the southern system was dominant with a
north/south amplitude ratio k 0.4 and with the southern
period ~10.8 h being longer than the northern ~10.6 h. How-
ever, Andrews et al. [2012] showed that these periods began
to converge in late 2008 and reached a near-common value
of ~10.68 h in September 2010, just over one year after
equinox, reﬂecting similar behavior in the SKR periods
[Gurnett et al., 2010b; Lamy, 2011]. In the subsequent
~6 months to early 2011, the two periods then slowly
diverged again in the same sense as before. Andrews et al.
[2012] also showed that the two systems had reached near-
equal amplitudes k 1 in the postequinox interval, due to a
factor ~0.75 reduction in the southern system combined with
a factor of ~2 increase in the northern system.
[67] Here we have further investigated the postequinox
core region oscillations during the initial ~18 month interval
studied by Andrews et al. [2012] (interval E1), newly using a
direct ﬁve-parameter ﬁt to analyze the beat-modulated phase
data. This analysis produced results for the phase and period
that closely conﬁrm those previously derived, as just
outlined, while yielding greater temporal resolution on the
northern and southern amplitudes. These are found to be
near-constant and near-equal in the two systems (to within
~10%) in the ~10-month interval from equinox to mid-2010,
while modest deviations from near-equality then occur during
the following ~8-month interval to early 2011 spanning
the convergence of the periods, to southern dominant ratios
k  0.8 prior to the convergence, and to northern dominant
ratios k 1.3 after the convergence. Amplitude data for
the ’ component, representing the best deﬁned data set,
suggest that the variations were due mainly to changes in
the southern system, relative to near-constant amplitudes
in the northern system.
[68] These ﬁndings provide the ﬁrst indication of variability
in the postequinox oscillation amplitudes on several-month
time scales. In the following ~22 month interval newly
analyzed here, the oscillations are found to exhibit major
abrupt changes in properties on such time scales, quite unlike
the steady behavior observed previously during postsolstice
southern summer conditions. The changes principally involve
abrupt variations in the amplitudes of the two systems,
together on occasion with small but clear changes in the period
and/or phase. The changes themselves occurred between one
periapsis pass and the next, thus on time scales of ~20 days
or less. Three such changes have been documented here,
occurring in February 2011, August 2011, and April 2012,
with lesser changes being noted in November 2011.
[69] At the ﬁrst of these transitions in February 2011, the
northern amplitude decreased by a factor of ~2.5 to values
lower even than during southern summer, while the southern
amplitude increased modestly by a factor of ~1.3 back to
southern summer values. Thus, strongly southern-dominant
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conditions with k 0.32 were unexpectedly resumed ~1.5
years after equinox, persisting for the following ~6 month in-
terval (interval E2). The linear-ﬁt method of Andrews et al.
[2012] yields a southern period in E2 of 10.70 h (see Table 1
for more precise values and uncertainty estimates),
representing a clear but modest increase relative to the
postcoalescence period at the end of E1 of 10.67 h, while the
northern period was found to be approximately constant
within the uncertainties, being 10.63 h in E2 compared with
10.640 h at the end of E1. In addition, a ~100º jump in the
ﬁtted southern phase occurred across the transition, together
with a smaller jump in ﬁtted northern phase of ~20º, the latter
not being considered signiﬁcant within the uncertainties.
[70] At the second transition in August 2011, the northern
amplitude increased by a factor ~3 back to values similar to
E1, while the previously near-constant southern amplitude
simultaneously decreased by a factor of ~6 to a few tenths
of a nT, such that with k 6, the presence of the southern
system could hardly be discerned in the phase data. Strongly
northern-dominant oscillations were thus ﬁrst established
~2 years after equinox in an abrupt transition that took place
between two Cassini periapsis passes separated by ~20 days.
These conditions were maintained for the following
~8 months to April 2012 (interval E3). However, the phase
data indicate a brief re-emergence of comparably strong
southern oscillations during two Revs in November 2011,
indicating the occurrence of unresolved shorter-lived transi-
tions around this time. The northern period in E3 was found
to be 10.63 h, the same as in E2 within the uncertainties,
remaining modestly shorter than at the end of E1. Though
the southern phase could not be determined from the E3
data, linear interpolation between E2 and E4, corresponding
to a period of 10.69 h, was found to provide reasonable
agreement with the phase modulation data (excepting the
November 2011 data) with k 6 as just indicated.
[71] The ﬁnal transition documented here took place in
April 2012, with effects that persisted for at least ~8 months
to the end of the data set examined here in November 2012
(interval E4). The dominant northern oscillations present
during E3 were suppressed from one Rev to the next to
values below a few tenths of a nT, such that for one Rev,
no clear oscillations were present in the core region in any
ﬁeld component for the ﬁrst time in these data. Oscillations
re-emerged with increasing amplitude over the next several
Revs, reaching usual values in the second half of the interval,
implying a recovery time scale of ~85 days (i.e., 3 months).
The emergent oscillations were again dominated by the
northern system but by a lesser factor of k 1.6, with limiting
northern amplitudes comparable with or larger than in E3, and
southern amplitudes comparable with E1. The southern and
northern periods were found to be 10.69 h and 10.64 h,
respectively, such that the southern period was slightly longer
than at the end of E1 but slightly shorter than during E2
(and almost the same as the interpolated value for E3), while
the northern period was close to the value at the end of E1
and slightly (but clearly) longer than in E2 and E3. In addition,
a jump in the ﬁtted northern phases of ~60º occurred across the
E3–E4 boundary.
[72] Although the above discussion of oscillation periods
emphasizes the variations that occur from interval to interval
in this study, it should be stressed that these are remarkably
small over the 22-month postcoalescence interval newly
analyzed here, despite the large ~6–8 monthly abrupt
changes in amplitude occurring in this interval. Over the
interval from February 2011 to November 2012, the oscilla-
tions varied in character from being near-equal in amplitude
to southern dominant and then to northern dominant, while
the northern period varied only over the range from 10.63
to 10.64 h and the southern period from 10.69 to 10.70 h.
No systematic widening of the gap between the periods
was observed over this interval; indeed, the gap was found
to narrow slightly from 0.06 h in E2 to 0.05 h in E4, though
both being larger than the value of 0.03 h at the end of E1.
Thus although we have documented some clear but small
changes in period (and phase) that take place across the abrupt
transitions in amplitude, the overall picture is one of stability
of the periods. This is perhaps surprising, given that the gap
in periods more than three years after equinox and less than
six years before the next northern solstice remains less than a
quarter of the peak value of ~0.22 h observed in the
postsolstice southern summer interval [Andrews et al., 2012].
[73] We ﬁnally comment brieﬂy on the relation between these
ﬁndings and prior physical discussions cited in section 1.
Clearly physical models that invoke some essentially equatorial
process, related for example to ﬂux tube interchange motions
driven by mass loading [Goldreich and Farmer, 2007] or ring
current asymmetries [Khurana et al., 2009; Brandt et al.,
2010], can at most represent only part of the picture, since they
miss the fundamental feature of two oscillatory systems associ-
ated with the north and south polar regions. Some additional cou-
pling between polar and equatorial regions is then required to
generate the two separate systems, with their variable amplitudes
and periods, that are the essential phenomena addressed here.
[74] The latter aspect is more natural in models that invoke
potentially separate rotating neutral wind systems in the two
polar regions as the primary driving mechanism [Smith,
2010; Jia et al., 2012]. However, the abrupt simultaneous
changes in the amplitudes of the two systems found here pose
a signiﬁcant question concerning how polar wind systems in
the two hemispheres could communicate, e.g., to switch off
one system and switch on the other on a time scale of ~20 days
or less, while evidently being able to co-exist at other times in
near-steady conditions over intervals of at least ~6–8 months.
One possibility suggested by Fischer et al. [2012] is that some
of the variations at least could be related to giant thunderstorm
activity in the lower atmosphere, it being noted that variations
in the southern SKR modulation period that correspond
roughly to our interval E2 relate to the growth and decay of
a “Great White Spot” at northern tropical latitudes, that rotates
with a period ~10.69 h similar to the southern system at that
time. However, the temporal correspondence is not exact, with
the main tropospheric storm occurring between December
2010 and June 2011, while our interval E2 deﬁned by sequen-
tial abrupt (~20 day) changes in ﬁeld oscillation properties
spans February to August 2011. In addition, it remains unclear
how a storm at northern tropical latitudes could enhance the
amplitude and increase the period of the southern oscillations
(though the latter only by 0.25% relative to the end of E1),
while at the same time suppressing the northern oscillations
but leaving their period unchanged (to within ~0.05%).
[75] Another possibility is that the abrupt changes could
be externally triggered by the solar wind, e.g., by strong
compressions whose effect might depend on the timing
relative to the phasing of the oscillations. It is notable that
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the onset of the abrupt behavior in early 2011 coincided with
the emergence of the Sun from its recent deep extended
minimum in activity cycle, with the appearance of signiﬁ-
cant ﬂare and CME activity and larger sunspot numbers
than any to have occurred since the start of the in-orbit
Cassini mission (e.g., http://secchi.nrl.navy.mil/cactus/).
Further investigation of correlated behavior is thus
warranted, both with regard to the atmospheric disturbances
and solar wind variations, together with further observations
of the oscillation properties.
Appendix A: Directional Statistics
[76] In this appendix, we provide deﬁnitions and formulae
appropriate to the analysis of modulo 360º phase data
that are employed in our study. These are based on the
“directional statistics” approach of Mardia and Jupp [2000],
as employed previously by Andrews et al. [2011, 2012] and
Provan et al. [2012].
A.1. Mean Value and Standard Deviation
[77] The mean value and standard deviation of a set K of
angles θk deﬁned tomodulo 360º are given by the complex sum
1
K
XK
k¼1
e jθk ¼ Re jθ; (A1)
where θ is the “directional mean” of the values, and R is the
“mean resultant length” lying in the range 0 ≤ R ≤1 . The
“circular standard deviation” s of the values is then given
(in radians) by
s ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 lnR
p
: (A2)
A.2. Linear Fits to Phase Data
[78] Here we address the issue of obtaining the best linear
ﬁt c= at+ b to a set of K phase data points ck at tk, taking
account of the modulo 360º nature of the data. A suitable
measure of the variance Vθ0 of a set of K angles θk about
some angle θ0 is given by
Vθ0 ¼
1
K
XK
k¼1
1 cos θk  θ0ð Þð Þ; (A3)
which we note is equal to half the mean square deviation of
the angles (in radians) from θ0 in the case of small devia-
tions and goes to a value of unity when for every θk, there
is a corresponding value θk + 180 in the data set. We then
wish to ﬁnd the values of a and b that minimize the vari-
ance about zero of (ck (atk + b)), in other words, the
values that minimize
V0 ¼ 1K
XK
k¼1
1 cos ck  atkð Þ  bð Þð Þ
¼ 1 Rþ 2R sin2 ck  atkð Þ b
2
Þ;
	
(A4)
where R and ck  atkð Þ are the modulus and phase of the
complex sum
1
K
XK
k¼1
e j ckatkð Þ ¼ Re j ckatkð Þ : (A5)
[79] From equation (A4), it can be seen that for a given
slope a, the minimum variance occurs when b ¼ ck  atkð Þ
and that this variance is 1 R , with R given by equation
(A5). The best ﬁt is thus obtained by iterating a to determine
the value that gives the maximum value of R in equation
(A5), with b then being given by the corresponding directional
mean ck  atkð Þsuch that the variance is then minimized,
given by Vmin ¼ 1 Rmax.
Appendix B: Phase Models
[80] In Table B1, we provide the parameters of the
piecewise linear phase models for the northern and southern
oscillations obtained in this paper from ﬁts to the phase data
shown in Figure 6. The northern and southern phases are
expressed as
Φn; s tð Þ ¼ Φ0n; s þ gn; st ¼ Φ0n; s þ 360 24tn; s hrð Þ
	 

t; (B1)
where time t is expressed in days with t= 0 corresponding to
00 UT on 1 January 2004, the phase constants Φ0n,s are
expressed in degrees, the phase gradients gn,s in degrees
per day, and the corresponding oscillation periods tn,s in
hours as indicated. Values of Φ0n,s and tn,s are given in the
table for the 10 overlapping 150 day data ﬁts during interval
E1 shown in Figure 6, indicated as intervals E1–1 to E1–10,
together with ﬁts to the data for intervals E2–E4. Values for
the north/south amplitude ratio k are also given for each
interval in the table.
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